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Going Home

Where Everything Begins
TEXT BY MICHELLE A. ZINER PHOTOGRAPHY BY GERIN CHOINIERE

n April, Seth and Katie Hildebrand, two young Charlotte professionals entwined in the final details of their June

wedding, purchased their Uptown condo. Already living in Fifth and Poplar, Seth did not want to give up the location

but needed more space. Because he truly loved the composition and decor of his condo, he contacted the original

designer, Jamie Balzer of B & A Interiors, to recreate the design in the new condo located in the same complex.
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Balzerapproachesallofherprojectswithher

“Psychology of Home” principle, believing that

creating peaceful, personal space is accom-

plished only when she understands what is

important to the client and combines it appro-

priatelywiththeenergyof thespace.Whatsets

Balzer apart from others is that she does not

take notes during initial meetings and never

steers a client to design trends or styles. She lis-

tens intently to capture who the person really

is andwhat they are passionate about.

“Nothing should ever be replicated. You

must thrive in your home, and it shouldnot be

ordinary, but extraordinary. I understandwhat

is important to you, and Iwant to incorporate senti-

mental and meaningful items, infusing your

personality into the space,” said Balzer.

Balzer grasped why the Hildebrands desired the

new condo to be like the original and agreed to

incorporate a similar feel but challenged the couple

to expoundon it. Seth andKatiewere bothborn and

bred inVirginia, steeped in southern roots.Although

they chose to live in the city and in an urban envi-

ronment, they still needed the engrained southern

sophistication, according to Balzer. “The new space

was modern. but they were southern; I determined

to create the feel of urban chic but married it with

southern charm,” she said.

When Balzer first saw the space her reactionwas,

“Ohmy gosh, this is so far different fromwhat they

want,” but her genuine internal gift of “seeing and

knowing” allowed her to visualize and then know

what was needed to find balance and charm. “I

immediately saw it transformed, and then it hap-

pened,” said Balzer.

TheHildebrands, both busyprofessionals, took on

this massive project with only two months until

their wedding. She related to their excitement but

encouraged them to slow down and do it right. “If

you sincerely desire to accomplish the most fitting

environment in any project, you need to allow it to

evolve.When it does, it takeson its ownpersonality,”

said Balzer.

The couple appreciated the amazing view of the

city and skyline the condo provided, and Balzer

ensured that from any room in the condo, your eye

would go directly outside to the balcony and

cityscape. “Even though clients want a personal or

private space, it is important to me to always create

a connection to nature,” said Balzer who believes

that on a subliminal or conscious level, everyone

needs it and that it grounds you. To do this, she adds

greens or blues somewhere in the room to connect

to the outside.

The condo had tremendous natural light but

needed to be gutted inside. Together, Balzer and the

Hildebrands created a new enlarged kitchen space

with custom cabinetry and hardware, new baths

with the master having a tiled double shower. The

interior finisheswere of colors that promote a calm-

ing feel. A coffered ceiling was added to the living

room which flows from the kitchen. Additional

custom cabinetry now encloses all electronics and

sound systems, important to the clients.

The existing master bedroom had an adjacent

small closed off office. Balzer removed the

doors, creating a new opening complete with

an added transom to allow light into the bed-

room from the office, and to visually expand

the room. The areawas recreated to be a place

of quiet refuge. Balzer named it the Zen room,

as the peace flowed in.

The couple desired the second bedroom to

be an office and a guest room. Balzer used a

sofa bed and custom cabinetry to creatively

hide the office. In this room she used some

original artwork of sailboats that Katie’s father

had given her in her childhood. Since these

were sentimental items, Balzer built the decor

around them, setting the tone and naming this

room the Nantucket room since the personalities of

the rooms do evolve as you go.

The Hildebrands are now married and living in

their beautiful Uptown condo. “This place is so

beyond what I ever thought it would be. Everything

is so refined, yet cozy and calming,” said Seth. Balzer

smiles inside. “Society is on such a bandwagon for

wellness these days. They look for it outside through

chiropractors, massage, acupuncture, yoga and diet,

whichmayall behelpful; but I trulybelieveweforget

that ‘everything begins at home’. If you live peace-

fully and beautifully at home, you arewell. If you are

well, your family is well. If your family is well, they

aremaking theworld a better place,” said Balzer.

Katie now personally understands this. “We feel

like we don’t ever want to leave our home now. We

are so busy throughout the day, and as much as we

like to entertain, we just can’t wait to get home and

sit in peace,” she said. This comment connects

Balzer’s mission to the heart of her clients. It is time

to go back home.�

Jamie Balzer and daughter, Sammi Blake, own B&A

Interiors. They have offices in Chicago and Charlotte

andworkinhomesacrosstheU.S.Visitbainteriors.com.

http://www.bainteriors.com/
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